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Wikimedia's transparency report is a joy

Like many of the most popular websites, Wikimedia -- which oversees Wikipedia and Wikimedia
Commons among other sites and services -- publishes a transparency report in which it details commercial and governmental requests for surveillance and content removal.
But of course, Wikipedia is a wiki, meaning that the way you take something down is by editing the
page, then defending your change in the comments for that page -- not by asking the Lords of the
Internet to get the food-coloring out of the swimming pool.
So Wikipedia's transparency report is something of a joy. I mean, how can you read this: "From July
to December of 2017, we received 343 requests to alter or remove project content, seven of which
came from government entities. Once again, we granted zero of these requests" and not rejoice?
On Techdirt, Mike Masnick points out that the very low levels of copyright requests are a proof that
the expensive, ineffective "filter" systems demanded by Big Content are not the best way to take care
of copyright infringement:
Wikimedia projects feature a wide variety of content that is freely licensed or in the public domain. How-
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ever, we occasionally will receive Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) notices asking us to remove
content that is allegedly copyrighted. All DMCA requests are reviewed thoroughly to determine if the content is infringing a copyright, and if there are any legal exceptions, such as fair use, that could allow the
content to remain on the Wikimedia projects. From July to December of 2017, we received 12 DMCA requests. We granted two of these. This relatively low amount of DMCA takedown requests for an online
platform is due in part to the high standards of community copyright policies and the diligence of project
contributors.
This is actually really important, especially as folks in the legacy entertainment industry keep
pushing for demands that platforms put in place incredibly expensive "filter" systems.
Wikipedia is one of the most popular open platforms on the planet. But it would make no
sense at all for it to invest millions of dollars in an expensive filtering system. But, since the
whining from those legacy industry folks never seems to recognize that there's a world beyond
Google and Facebook, they don't much consider how silly it would be to apply those kinds of
rules to Wikipedia.
Wikimedia releases eighth transparency report [ Jim Buatti and Leighanna Mixter/Wikimedia
Foundation]
Wikimedia's Transparency Report: Guys, We're A Wiki, Don't Demand We Take Stuff Down [Mike
Masnick/Techdirt]
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Wikipedia discontinues its "zero-rating," will focus on research-driven
outreach
When Facebook was desperately trying to game the Indian regulatory process to get approval for its "zerorating" system (where it would bribe Indian ISPs to give
it the power to decide which services would be free to
access, and which would be capped and metered), one of
the frequent arguments in favor of this "poor […]
READ THE REST

Wikipedia as a Zork-style text-adventure
Kevan Davis’s Wikitext is an incredibly clever mashup of
Wikipedia and Infocom-style text adventure games:
starting with a random Wikipedia entry, it gives you the
article summary, an 8-bit-ified version of the main
photo, and “directions” to the articles referenced by the
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one you’ve landed on. (via Waxy)
READ THE REST

Deleted Wikipedia articles with freaky titles
Deleted Wikipedia articles with freaky titles is the best
article on Wikipedia. From
“Ã‡â€¹Â¬Ã§â€°Â¹Ã¨Â§ÂÃ¨Â§Â£” to Zombucks, with
many oddities along the way (such as “☼☼☼☼☼☼☼☼”),
all that remains are the tantalizing names given to what
were surely excellent, well-researched and not at all fannishly promotional entries for geeky obsessions. Here is
the section for articles […]
READ THE REST

The world's number-one screenwriting software is half off
If you intend on having your screenplay picked up by a
major studio, you need to make sure your work meets
formatting standards. However, doing so is often a long
and tedious process that can take precious time away
from writing the next Oscar-worthy hit. That’s why top
studios, like Disney, Warner Brothers, and MGM, […]
READ THE REST

This app helps you optimize your home's Wi-Fi
Wireless networks are known to be fickle beasts, delivering inconsistent speeds and disconnecting throughout
the day. However, there are steps you can take to bring
your network—and browsing experience—back to 100
percent. NetSpot Pro for Windows allows you to visualize, optimize, and troubleshoot your wireless networks
with any PC or Mac so you can get the […]
READ THE REST
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Take on the Italian mob in this hit game
It’s not often a video game can create a vibrant open
world, fill it with complex characters, and let you play
your way through on high-octane adventure. In this regard, Mafia III is not like most games. You play as Lincoln Clay, an orphan and Vietnam veteran hellbent on
revenge against the Italian Mafia in 1960’s […]
READ THE REST
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